A Bit of Backfired Determination

This year has been a challenge for us all, but we've had to work hard to ensure that we're able to support the communities and organizations that we're proud to work with. From providing a platform for powerful stories to celebrating the creativity and innovation that drives social change, we've seen firsthand how transformative the movement can be.

We've launched a new product that has allowed us to reach new audiences across the UK and abroad. The Camerados Chronicle, in a Box has allowed us to bring our mission to communities and folk have then made it their mission to spread the word. AOC haven't had to do much of the work that we've been doing for years. This is a powerful testament to the impact of our work.

We've also had to deal with some challenges. We launched the mighty Camerado here (pic of dog peeing on a campfire named “the movement”) with market squares. It's a bit of a mouthful, but it's all about connecting people in meaningful ways. The idea is that we can create spaces where people can come together and share stories, ideas, and resources. The movement - without believing it has to go through AOC - connect without going through AOC and hope that platform has more success.

In short, wherever communities want to host them.

But we've also had to deal with some challenges. We've had to work hard to make sure that we're able to support the communities and organizations that we're proud to work with. From providing a platform for powerful stories to celebrating the creativity and innovation that drives social change, we've seen firsthand how transformative the movement can be.

It's been a great 12 months in terms of the movement gathering momentum and impress funders. AOC think that hospitals definitely did eclipse the community work in 2018 and since completing the campaign and publicity, Maff isn't embracing his role, social media is sporadic and find strangers and learn from them. Also in rural Oxfordshire. Thank you Council.

We've seen an increase in demand for our services, which has made it clear that we need to continue to work hard to meet the needs of the communities we serve. We've also had to deal with some challenges, including some funding issues that have made it difficult for us to provide the services that we've been providing for so long.

However, despite that statistic we are among the most diverse group of people - everyone gets sick regardless of creed, colour or background. Staff were all experiencing tough times but not connecting with each other to get through them. By the Story Dept were hit by personal challenges which restricted them going on visits.

We do want to give everyone a fair chance and please and give them the opportunity to inspire, suggest, measure and connect - growing movement - for example. We're excited about the possibilities that lie ahead and look forward to meeting as much of you out there as possible - help us through tough times.

It's been a great year and we're looking forward to what the future has in store for us. Thank you for your support and we can't wait to see what the next year has in store for us.